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If count values are uploaded from the device to the PC and the values are not cleared from
the device, and then the count process is resumed, any newly-scanned values are added to
the existing values on the device (resulting in totals from the beginning of the count
session).
In Quickstore on the PC, when values are uploaded from the device, the values in the device
are added to the existing values on the Physical Inventory List screen. (That is, the device
values do not replace the existing values.)
This means that if you are uploading multiple times during the count process, but not
clearing the values on the device, you should do F2-Clear List on the PC before uploading. If
you do not Clear List, the device's values are added multiple times, resulting in an incorrect
total on the PC that does not match the values on the device.
If the counts have not been cleared from the device, you can use DTComm to copy the
INV.TXT (or DATA) ﬁle to the PC (quit Quickstore ﬁrst). This ﬁle is comma-delimited, with
item and quantity. This can be opened in Excel or another spreadsheet program to examine
the values.
On the PC's Physical Inventory List screen, when Operation is set to Physical Inventory (the
only option in the Standard edition), when you click F5-Update to accept the count values
that have been entered or uploaded, any item not counted will have its quantity set to 0.
When Operation is set to Cycle Count (available in the Professional and Enterprise editions),

when you click F5-Update, items not counted do NOT change their existing quantities.
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